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January 2009 / Inspirations in the New Year 
 

Please send me a sample of Trendease:    

Features and Articles 

Covering over 100 design events a year and currently housing 

over 30,700 images in 1,140 reports keep 143 countries and 

5,216 cities in the know! Are you reading Trendease.com? 

 

In this edition of Trendease we ring in the New Year with 

inspirations in bedding, fabrics, furnishings, lighting, decorative 

accessories, funky fashion, eco innovations, new talent and more. 

Learn how textile innovations can improve our world in nine 

different categories. Get a sneak peak of Maison&Objet’s 

highlighted creators. Find the gold at the end of the rainbow at 

hotels and in lighting. See what designs are making the cut while 

sitting in the best seat in town. Notice how the latest products are 

sprouting wings. Tour the world of design without ever leaving 

your home or office. A myriad of images and informative videos 

await you. Be inspired with the January edition! 

 

Show us what you’ve got! For editorial consideration please email 

editorial@trendease.com with your latest original designs.  

 

Upcoming Trendease Market Edge PowWows, trade show 

participation details, and Trendease.TV scheduling can be found 

on the homepage.  

 

REPORTING TO INSPIRE, 
Jennifer Castoldi, 

Chief Creative Director 

 

Download our informative tri-fold brochure as a PDF file here. 
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Jennifer's January Jots 

Worldwide — If you want to go the whole nine yards check out the textiles in the photo selection in this 

gallery. At recent trade events the Trendease Team has noted the fresh colors, motifs, textures, and 

detailing in the world of soft furnishings. Also in this column, read Jennifer’s impressions on the future of 

textile technologies. In the New Year and beyond, we are in for something special!

The Future of Textiles 

Kortrijk — Nine ways in which new fibers are revolutionizing the textile industry. Here are fabrics used in 

ways previously never even imagined. For furniture, fashion, healthcare, sports, transportation, architecture, 

and beyond, the world has new applications for textiles. The scientists will make the fabrics intelligent; now it 

is up to designers to teach them new tricks. 

Fly Away with Me 

Multiple European Cities — You can keep coming home to your stuffy little apartment, or you can throw 

open the shutters and toss out that collection of wire hangers the local laundromat has been helping you 

compile. Let some life into the closet. Be shown how your lights can mimic nature and your textiles repeat 

the great outdoors. These winged whimsies will make you wonder why you’ve waited so long to do it. Come, 

fly away with me.

Funky Fashions 

Multiple European Cities — Funky fashions were found in abundance during recent scouting trips. Much of 

them deconstructed the rules and forms of fashion, breaking them down and rebuilding them in new and 

attention-grabbing ways. Designers used thought-provoking themes as the basis for their creations to elicit 

discussions about fashion, appearance and the human form.

A Rainbow of Color in Lighting & Hotels 

Multiple European Cities — The world is indeed a colorful place. And even more so, with the light technology 

and interior design of two of Europe’s rainbow-styled hotels. In addition to exploring international hotels, the 

Trendease Team has also come across new lighting fixtures with a broad spectrum of colors.

Maison&Objet: Designer 2009 Preview 
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Jennifer's January Jots 
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Paris — Every season has its creator. On the cutting edge of creation are the Designers 2009 at 

Maison&Objet’s ‘scènes d’intérieur’ and ‘now! design à vivre.’ Entering into the New Year, these creatives 

will inspire attendees at the January edition of Maison&Objet to be held the 23rd-27th of this month. These 

designers are revolutionizing the world with their imagination and innovations. Videos complement the text 

and photo gallery.

Designer Spotlight: Sunanda Halder Tannert 

Frankfurt — Kicking off the New Year, Sunanda Halder Tannert inspires readers with intricate surface 

detailing on home textiles, handbags, lighting, and decorative accessories. Having designed entire couture 

wardrobes for her dolls as a child, her mother immediately recognized her talents and encouraged her 

ambitions. Admire her new collections here, and see her line “especially dedicated to all the modern men, 

who are confident and house-proud, with a keen sense of style.”

New Talent: Best Seat in the House 

Multiple European Cities — This simple piece of furniture is found in every home, at every table and in every 

living room. Chairs, however, weren’t always as commonplace as they are today - they were almost 

exclusively symbols of authority or dignity. The students featured here within know how important chairs are 

to our daily life and have added some ingenious new twists to this old favorite. 

EcoChic: The Old, New and Reborn 

Worldwide — Creative processes go well with old and new materials to produce beautiful, if unlikely 

combinations. Giving a new lease on the stories of old, some new ways of producing furniture, and materials 

from nature and man, the furniture found within this gallery is certain to inspire you. See what books, the 

sun, pineapples, bamboo, and plastic bottle caps have in common.

Heimtextil 2009/2010 Trend: Illusionist 

Frankfurt — The new Trend Table at Heimtextil has gotten the inspirational juices flowing for 2009/2010. 

Hide and seek in drapery and puffed up textiles, push natural beauty into surreal shapes. Cream and skin 

tones seem transparent and clear, but obscure. What you see may not be what you get. This way to see 

what the Illusionist has up his sleeve. This is one of six themes covering textile colors and detailing. 

Heimtextil 2009/2010 Trend: Time Traveller 

Frankfurt — The new Trend Table at Heimtextil has gotten the inspirational juices flowing for 2009/2010. 

The finest treasures of the past are covered with a new coating once we have realized that we have 

discovered a rarity. We bring the past forward to us, and acquaint ourselves with our own cultural heritage. 

Slip and slide between eras and epochs in this trend through our Time Traveler. This is one of six themes 

covering textile colors and detailing.

Heimtextil 2009/2010 Trend: Fortune Teller 

Frankfurt — The new Trend Table at Heimtextil has gotten the inspirational juices flowing for 2009/2010. 

Chase the rainbow! Even if it escapes, along the way a new wisdom is found. In the midst of chaos and 

confusion, the eye that remains calm sees best. If the way is lost, the Fortune Teller trend will point the right 

path. This is one of six themes covering textile colors and detailing.

Heimtextil 2009/2010 Trend: Alchemist 

Frankfurt — The new Trend Table at Heimtextil has gotten the inspirational juices flowing for 2009/2010. 

Displaying the rigor of a masculine mood, the Alchemist reconsiders the laws of nature. Dissecting metals, 

minerals, and light, new shapes emerge. Sculptural, yet mathematical, the shapes influence fabrics and 

colors. See the way they all look here. This is one of six themes covering textile colors and detailing.

Heimtextil 2009/2010 Trend: Witchcraft 

Frankfurt — The new Trend Table at Heimtextil has gotten the inspirational juices flowing for 2009/2010. In a 

neo-natural forest, technological flora and fauna dominate. Mimicry becomes the real thing, and crafty 

artisans are supreme artists. The trick in this trend is to make it all look as natural as moss covered stone 

and tree bark. How is it done? It must be Witchcraft! This is one of six themes covering textile colors and 

detailing.

Heimtextil 2009/2010 Trend: Enchanted 

Frankfurt — The new Trend Table at Heimtextil has gotten the inspirational juices flowing for 2009/2010. Mix 

up the colors and throw them every which way. They are like giant confetti celebrating a wacky world, fresh 

and joyful to the last of them. Ecstatic and mesmerizing, the Enchanted trend leans on modernist colors and 

materials. A fantastic world awaits this way. This is one of six themes covering textile colors and detailing.

NEWSLETTER #250 

Multiple European Cities — A very warm HAPPY NEW YEAR greeting to you! The Trendease Team and 

hopes that you enjoyed your holiday and welcomes you to 2009 in style. We have been discussing the trend 

of using negative space as a design element. Laser, water jet, scissor, or die cut, the processes are as vast 

as the designs they create. In this week’s photo gallery subscribers can view which products are making the 

cut and read tidbits on the Times Square Ball lighting and a decorating tip from Jennifer’s grandmother!
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NEWSLETTER #251 

Frankfurt — Greetings from Heimtextil! It has been great to see so many of our readers and to have a group 

of the very international Trendease Team together in one place! It may not surprise you to hear that the 

traffic on the trade floor appears to be down. But rest assured that to the trained eye there are things not to 

be missed on display here. If you couldn’t make it to the show it is our aim to bring you a thorough recap. 

Let’s start with some of the products we have discovered. 

NEWSLETTER #252 

Frankfurt — This week’s newsletter continues our exclusive online media partnership with Heimtextil. Last 

July you received a special sneak preview to the trends. Everyone got a feel for the trend forum on 

Trendease.TV, now subscribers have the opportunity to get up close and personal with high resolution 

images allowing them to view the textiles in detail.
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Designer Spotlight: Sunanda Halder Tannert 
       

 
 

Name: Sunanda Halder Tannert 

Location: Frankfurt am Main, Germany 

Number of years working in design: 9 

 

Kicking off the New Year, Sunanda Halder Tannert inspires readers 

with intricate surface detailing on home textiles, handbags, lighting, and 

decorative accessories.  

 

1. How did you come to be involved in the world of design?  

I grew up watching the women in my family, (especially my mom, 

grandmom, grand-aunts and aunts) painting, and embroidering, knitting 

and making clothes etc. Thus my exposure into the world of art and 

design was right from the time I can remember! I loved making new 

clothes for my dolls and had handcrafted entire fashion wardrobes for 

each of them. My parents and teachers noticed my inclination and 

enrolled me for special art & craft classes besides school. A lot of credit 

goes to my mom, who encouraged and nurtured my interest in design 

from the very beginning. I went to study Textile Science for my 

graduation from Jadavpur University, Kolkata, and later did my Masters 

in Apparel & Textile Design from the prestigious National Institute of 

Design in India. Since then, I have been fortunate to be working with 

several prominent names in fashion, as well as home textiles, 

internationally.  

 

Since the last 4 years, we have our own lines of home/interior textiles; 

Sunanda Halder – for the high-end and SUup! – A new line for the 

middle-end, targeting a younger clientele. 

 

2. What influences you? From where do you find your inspiration? 

 

I am drawn to the interplay of textures and colors in nature, as well as 

urban life. I am deeply interested in vintage textiles, especially fabric 

manipulation and embroidery techniques from near and faraway 

cultures. Brought up in India, I naturally draw upon the vast reservoir of 

Indian craft techniques, adapting them for contemporary tastes and 

consciously avoiding the ethnic. Being from the field of fashion, my 

work is inspired a lot by haute-couture – even for home textiles, and I 

guess, my multi-cultural (nomadic!) background also influences my 

choice of colors and mixing of techniques!  

 

3. What is your preferred travel destination?  

Quiet, by the sea, for a relaxed holiday. A culture-rich town/village 

somewhere faraway, for inspiration! Paris is ever-inspiring… every time 

I visit that city; I come back charged with inspiration! 

 

4. What is your favorite medium to work with? Product category?  

Textiles and paper, love to work with graphics, especially for our new 

line SUup! I love mixing textiles with other non-textile material like 

metal, wood & leather. 

 

5. Tell us about your recent project.  

Our recently released Sunanda Halder AW08 line is called “SØLV.” 

SØLV, Norwegian/Danish for silver, is a study in grey-scale, inspired by 

modern Scandinavian design and its tempting masculinity. This 

Collection is especially dedicated to all the modern men, who are 

confident and house-proud, with a keen sense of style. 

 

The surfaces are created by a glamorous, engaging interplay of 

harmony and contrasts: soft & structured, matte & shiny, light & dark 

greys and silvers; an all time favorite palette of Scandinavian Interior 

Design. 

 

Old Scandinavian male names, thus, seemed to be a natural choice for 

naming the products! SØLV was “flashed” in January 2008 at 

Maison&Objet, in Paris. The complete collection was released later 

July, during Tendence Lifestyle, in Frankfurt. 

 

The SS09 Sunanda Halder Collection is scheduled to be out in January 

and its themed “GOODLIFE.” This is a feel-good collection that reminds 

of good times and encourages us to make smart earth-friendly choices 

for a good life in the future as well. 

 

The AW09 Sunanda Halder Collection, (will be also flashed in January) 
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is themed “ROCKER BABE”. This edgy collection is totally inspired by 

fashion and rock music. An unusual mix of material, metallic trims, fur 

and feather used for embroidery creates a stylish, perfectly-tossed-on-

look, reminding of wild concert nights, pub life and the life on a fast 

lane.  

 

6. What is your dream project?  

Has to be Haute Couture… 

I hope someday, I can make special bridal wear, mixing vintage Asian 

& European hand embroideries! And then, diversify the line to precious 

jewelry, to porcelain, to tabletop, to aromatherapy! 
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